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Course Contents

• Types of journal articles.

• Conventional article structure.

• How to select journal and submit a manuscript?

• Referees criteria for manuscript evaluation.

• What is plagiarism.



Types of Journal Articles

Most articles published are one of the following types: 

✓Original Research

✓Short reports or Letters

✓Review Articles

✓Case Studies

✓Methodologies.



Original Research

• This is the most common type of journal manuscript used

to publish full reports of data from research.

• It may be called an Original Article, Research Article, Research,

or just Article, depending on the journal.

• The Original Research format is suitable for many different

fields and different types of studies.

• It includes full introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion

sections.



Short reports or Letters

• This papers communicate brief reports of data from

original research that editors believe will be interesting to

many researchers, and that will likely stimulate further

research in the field.

• This format often has strict length limits, so some

experimental details may not be published until the authors

a full Original Research manuscript.

• These papers are also sometimes called brief

communications.



Review Articles

• Review Articles provide a comprehensive summary of

research on a certain topic.

• They are often written by leaders in a particular discipline

after invitation from the editors of a journal.

• Reviews are often widely read (for example, by researchers

looking for a full introduction to a field) and highly cited.

• Reviews commonly cite approximately 100 primary

research articles.



Case Studies

• These articles report specific instances of interesting

phenomena.

• A goal of Case Studies is to make other researchers aware

of the possibility that a specific phenomenon might occur.

• This type of study is often used in medicine to report the

occurrence of previously unknown or emerging

pathologies.



Methodologies or Methods

• These articles present a new experimental method, test or

procedure.

• The method described may either be completely new, or

may offer a better version of an existing method.

• The article should describe a demonstrable advance on

what is currently available.



Conventional article structure:  AIMRaD (Abstract, 

Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, and Discussion) 

and its variations

AIMRaD OR IMRaD?



Description of the structure of the IMRAD article.



Introduction

Introduction

The 
relevance 

of the 
research 

topic

A review of 
the 

literature on 
the research 

topic

The 
statement 

of the 
research 
problem

The goal 
and 

objectives 
of the 

research



Introduction

• The Introduction section typically begins with wide, general 

statement about: 

✓The important of the area of study,

✓Progressively reports what is known about the area, 

✓What is still not known, 

✓And then states the specific focus of the paper.

The Introduction moves from content 

that is general, to content that is specific.



METHODS

Description of the research site, e.g. climate, 
geological sections, country, etc.

Experiment design, specifying retests, 
experiments and sampling procedures.

Statistical and mathematical procedures used 
to analyze and summarize data.

Materials used, indicating the exact technical 
characteristics and quantities, as well as their 

source or preparation method.

Assumptions made and their rationale.



RESULTS

Results should be clear, 

concise, and descriptive. 

This section should include 

only representative data, not 

only in the form of text, but 

also including tables, 

graphs, charts, photographs 

and figures.



DISCUSSION

Do your results support your hypothesis?

Are your observations consistent with 
other research in this area?

Do the findings you have provided bring 
something new to understanding of the 
subject?

What should be done next (research 
perspective)?


